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ikes draw latest greek
unishments for·hazing
ADAM McHUGH

· Kappa Alpha fraternity's six-month pro'on this week for hazing is the latest sancin a three-year period when at least one
k organization has been caught each year
some form of pledge abuse.
e fraternity's punishment is the lightest
the four, and university officials involved
· they were concerned about the impact of
instances on the university.
Following the two-week investigation into
-iJig Brothers Night" function, in which at
t one student was hospitalized with a
alcohol level more than twice the legal
't, Pi Kappa Alpha was charged with meny abusing pledges, encouraging or forcing
e use of alcohol, promoting activity that
d endanger a prospective member of othdemeaning prospective members and viothe state's legal drinking age.
AB a result, the fraternity may not sponsor
y alcoholic social function, is required to
·'ate its new members no later than Nov.
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Blaze away

Dangers of alcohol often ignored
By ADAM McHUGH

ea.ks
. ..

12, will sponsor a team-building program for
its members, and will work the their fraternity headquarters to establish a local advisory
board that will be active with the chapter.
In 1990, Sigma Tau Gamma fraternity was
given a four-year suspension for hazing. A
pledge was found passed out in the Library
Quad after actives allegedly encouraged him
to drink in excess.
In 1991, Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity also
received a four-year suspension for physical
abuse of pledges in hazing activities. Campus ·
police has a video tape that showed actives
allegedly beating their pledges.
Last year, Zeta Phi Beta sorority was given
one-year probation for hazing and recruitment violations. Details of the hazing were
not released.
Student Activities' Director David Milberg
said the reason Pi Kappa Alpha received a
shorter probationary period than the other
greek organizations was because of the cooperation of local and national chapters when Comedian Tommy Blaze puffs a cigarette dwing his show
Wednesday evening in the Rathskeller. Blaze's show was
0 Continued on Page 2
part of the University Board's Subway Comedy series. -

The dangers of overconsumption of alcohol pose more
of a threat and are easier to
suffer than most people realize, an Eastern official warned
Wednesday.
"People don't understand
how dangerous abuse drinking
can be - they just don't think
about the consequences," said
Lynette Drake, director of orientation/coordinator of AIDS,
Alcohol and Drug Information.
Drake said students who
consume alcohol in large
quantities may not always
realize what effect their
actions will have.
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity
was served with a six-month
probation earlier this month
for conducting alcohol-related
hazing of pledges at its "Big

Brothers Night" last month.
The incident hospitalized at
least one Eastern student with
a blood-alcohol level of .22 percent, more than twice the level
at which a person is considered legally intoxicated.
"It doesn't take a blood-alcohol level of .30 (percent) or .40
(percent) to cause unconsciousness," Drake said. "Not
all people react the same to
alcohol."
Drake said a blood-alcohol
level of .20 percent or more is
characterized by an inability
to walk without help, slurred
speech and anger with little
provocation.
"A blood-alcohol level of .40
(percent) or .50 (percent) is
stated as causing unconsciousness, but strong reactions can
occur much sooner than that,"
she said. A blood-alcohol level
of more than .50 is likely to

cause death from alcohol poi~
soning.
She said reactions to alcohol
are different for everyone and
that information printed by
service groups such as the
American Red Cross is often
too general.
Chad Bandy, Interfraternity
Council president and member of Sigma Pi fraternity, said
almost all greek organizations
have some form of a "big
brothers night" but the events
are not all alcohol-related.
"The fraternities on
Eastern's campus are noted
for their community service
and education of members,"
Bandy said.
Eileen Sullivan, assistant
director of student activities
for greek affairs, said she is
unsure what further education
her office or other university
departments can provide to

discourage behavior which vio-.
lates student conduct codes.
"The alcohol policies of the
greeks are stringent, but the
officers signed their names to
the bottom line which basically states they will not violate
regulations O"!ltlined in the
student organization handbook," Sullivan said.
As part of its probation,
which is in effect until March
15, 1994, the chapter may not
sponsor or co-sponsor any
alcoholic social function. It is
required to initiate its new ·
members no lattlr than Nov. 12
and establish with the general
fraternity's headquarters a
local advispry board to attend
meetings and events on a regular basis.
Pi Kappa Alpha must also
sponsor a "team-building program/retreat" for all members
of the fraternity.

Faculty unhappy with reasons for tenure
By ANDY PURCELL
Staff writer
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Some members of Eastern's Faculty
Senate interviewed Wednesday were not
satisfied by the attempts Tuesday made
by Board of Governors officials to give
rational reasons for· granting Jean
Francis-Laribee tenure as part of her
settlement in her sexual harassment
lawsuit.
BOG attorney Mark Dunn, along with
BOG chancellor Tom Layzell visited
Eastern to address the arguments of the
faculty senate, which objected to the use
of tenure as a bargaining tool in the settlement.
.
Dunn said the decision to grant
Francis-Laribee tenure was made after
the BOG realized it could be faced with

the prospect of losing an expensive trial
that may have cost the board hundreds
of thousands of dollars.
Faculty Senate member Gary
Aylesworth said he doesn't feel the situation regarding the tenure settlement
has been justified yet. Aylesworth said
Dunn did not give any acceptable reasons for the decision to grant FrancisLaribee tenure.
Aylesworth likened Dunn's justification "to a man who claims 3 dependents
on his tax return when he really has
only two, and then asks the judge not to
find him guilty because he would lose
his job, his reputation and his kids
would starve."
"He (Dunn) was trying to get us to
accept his argument by making us feel
sorry for someone instead of actually

basing it on the facts of the case,"
Aylesworth said of Mark Dulin.
During the meeting, Dunn tried to
justify Francis-Laribee's's tenure settlement based oh the situation she has
experienced.
.· .
.
"Let me ask you this, particularly the
women in the audience, how many of
you want to trade what you what· you
had to go through to get tenure with ·,
what this woman had to go through,"
asked Dunn.
Dunn's question was received by a
series of groans and grumbles from the crowd of more than 100 faculty members that had gathered for the meeting
in the Charleston/Mattoon Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University

"' Continued on Page 2
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1992, the fraternity was put
on social probation by the
IFC for breaking several
rush regulations involving
alcohol. The probation was
reissued in the spring after
members failed to meet
restrictions outlined in the
original sanctions.
Chad
Band~
Interfraternity Council president, said the trend of greek
organizations receiving pro-

bations and suspensions for
hazing is troubling, but said
the different incidents are
not indicative of Eastern's
greek system.
"These negative incidents
bother me because people
are getting the idea that all
greeks do is drink and (violate hazing policies)," Bandy
said.
He said the IFC, which
governs all fraternities on

campus, "will not put up
with any infractions of rush
regulations."
Eileen Sullivan, · assistant
director of student activities
for greek affairs, said she
feels trends in disciplinary
action taken against fraternities or sororities are related to the premise "the fraternities feel they can't
maintain a healthy relationship with student activities

smashed," Jorns said. "That's
•From Page 1
not what I want. I want the
the increase will remain reputation of the university
within the university.
to be as a university, not as a
Jorns also reinforced his place to have a good time."
support Charleston Mayor
Jorns told senate members
Dan Cougill's actions to curb he would make a deal with
underage drinking this year, them to help create alternasuch as crackdowns on bars tives to the bars.
suspected of serving under"If you will come up with a
age students and tougher list of things you want to do
city alcohol ordinances.
and students want to do, (the
"In the last year, Eastern . administration) will make
has been beginning to devel- every effort to help you make
op a reputation as a good those things happen," Jorns
place to come and get said.

On another issue, senate
member John Kohl told Jorns
many students will feel
cheated if a proposed change
in graduation ceremonies is
passed.
"I think if this happens, a
lot of people are going to be
feeling very put out," Kohl
said.
Jorns said a five-person
graduation review committee's proposal to cut graduation ceremonies down to one
day per year is not intended
to short-change students or

their parents.
"The central problem there
is a lack of seating," Jorns
said. "Speaking for myself, I
don't mind if we continue to
have graduation three times
a year.
"We could continue with
graduation as it is if that's
really what you want to do,
but the problem of seating
remains with us."
Graduation ceremonies are
currently held at the end of
each semester in May,
August and December. The

proposal calls for all graduation ceremonies to be held ·
May.
Jorns said the sena~
should refrain from taking
position on the issue unf
members can questio
Stephen Falk, vice presiden
for institutional advance
ment, who is the head of th
committee.
"It comes down to this
graduation is your event,
Jorns said. "I'm very con
cerned that you should ha
what it is you want from it."

actions were completely
irrelevant to this case. I
think it was completely outrageous that Mark Dunn
actually wanted us to feel
sorry for him, which is what
he started out doing. I think
that was very poor strategy
on his part."
Some other unsatisfied
members of Eastern's faculty said the university
should step in to resolve the
faculty's objections with the

settlement.
"The decision is one the
faculty definitely does not
agree with," said philosophy
professor Robert Harford. "I
wouldn't say everything was
resolved, but we have registered our complaints and it
is time for the university to
move on."
Faculty Senate member
Ed Marlow said although
several people were not satisfied with the reasons the

BOG presented for their
decision, he was satisfied
that the meeting had served
its purpose.
"We may not be particularly happy with it (the
decision to grant FrancisLaribee tenure), but we
asked them to explain their
decision and they did,"
Marlow said.
Faculty Senate chairman
Bill Addison said the next
step for the Faculty Senate

will be to file
with
the
Universit
Professionals of Illinois
Eastern's teachers' union
alleging "numerous viola
tions of the union contract.
"We're not trying to ove
throw the decision to giv
Jean
Francis-Laribe
tenure," Addison said. "Bu
we are trying to ensure th
this does not happen again.

0FromPage 1
the office was conducting the
investigation.
Milberg
said
each
instance is looked at individually, and are not compared
with previous violations.
This fall's probation is the
third time in as many
semesters that Pi Kappa
Alpha has had sanctions
brought against it. In fall

if they are charged with violating a code."
Sullivan said fraternity
and sorority officers sometimes "forget" about incidents in past years regarding disciplinary action.
"I think if the officers saw
behavior and said, 'Hey,
remember what happened to
that frat a couple years ago,'
they would be fine," Sullivan
said.

President

"' From Page 1
Union.
Aylesworth also said he
thought Dunn had overly
involved himself in the case
by defending himself when
his real purpose at the
meeting should have been
to defend the actions of the
BOG.
"He was there to defend
the actions of the BOG,"
Aylesworth said. "His
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's list criteria
ay be changed
and not make the list,
Tizzard said.
Tizzard said this fact may
The Committee on Aca- cause problems in changing
emic Affairs will top its the criteria, however.
genda with a resolution
Students who have a 3.2
sed by the Student Senate GPA and are on the Dean's
commending Eastern's list will not want to increase
ministration consider re- the requirement to a 3.6
tablishing the criteria for GPA, she said.
e Dean's list.
"The system they have now
The committee is expected isn't fair and equitable,"
meet within the next week Tizzard said.
d take action on the resoluSophomore, sociology ma'on.
jor Lisa Garrison, who is a
Julie Tizzard, a member of member of the committee,
e senate who authored the said, "I'd like to see (the critesolution, said the senate ria) changed."
ade an unofficial recomShe said there are harder
endation stating that the majors in some colleges and
uirements for the Dean's in some of these it is harder
t should be changed to to obtain a higher GPA.
elude students with a 3.6
"A lot of students are conde point average or those cerned about this," Garrison
the top 10 percent of each said. "I counted three or four
llege.
letters in the (Student
"That way nobody would be Government) suggestion box."
out," Tizzard said.
Tizzard said there hasn't
Currently, the Dean's list been any input from faculty
udes only students in the members on the subject so
10 percent of each college. far. She said the only arguTizzard said the problem ment she has heard from the
ith the current criteria faculty for keeping the preates to last year's restruc- sent criteria is the idea that
. g from a six-college sys- it creates a competitive atmom to the present four-col- sphere and encourages the
e system. She said some of students to do better.
e colleges include more
"I think it's more negative,"
'ors than others, making it Tizzard said.
der for some students to
She said she would like to
on the Dean's list.
see the Dean's list used as
For example, a student in positive reinforcement for
e college may get on the students, making them feel
ean's list with a 3.2 GPA better about themselves for
hile a student in another achieving this accomplishliege may have a 3.8 GPA ment.

ANDREW VERCOUTEREN/Senior photographer

How do I look?
Rob Homeyer, Rodney Shaffer and Jason Win.field prepare for the musical Havers Holler,
WV on the Mainstage in the Doudna Fine Arts Center Wednesday evening. The show was
written by Eastern professors Henry Butler and Marjorie A. Duehmig . .

Liquor code may change
By NATALIE GOTT
Staff writer
The city's alcohol task
force will meet to review
some of Charleston's liquor
law ordinances at 4:30 p.m.
today in the Arcola-Tuscola
Room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
One liquor ordinance the
force plans to consider revising, is the class F liquor
license permitting a drug or
grocery store to sell alcohol
provided the sale is conducted in a room separated
from the rest of the store.
At the Oct. 6 meeting, the
task force heard a presenta-

tion from Osco Drug Store
Representatives about plans ·
to expand the city's Osco
and eliminate the wall separating the main store from
the liquor store.
·
Cal Schwand, the district
manager for the Central
and Eastern Illinois Osco
Drug stores urged the task
force to use their role with
the Charleston City Council
to help make changes in the
current F license.
Vice President for Student Affairs and task force
chairman Lou Hencken said
the task force does not have
the authority to make the
final decision in any ordi-

nance changes. It may only
make recommendations to
the Charleston City Council.
Other items in the liquor
ordinances up for review
include weekend bar hours,
liquor license prices, license
classifications, and private
functions and parties.
· The task force is composed of Eastern students,
faculty, Charleston business
owners, and members of the
Charleston community.
Hencken has set a tentative Thanksgiving target
date for the task force to
begin making suggestions to
the City Council.

arade to kick off Homecoming weekend
communication at Eastern since 1964, being a bit nervous.
will retire at the end of the spring
Parade committee co-chairwoman
semester. He is participating in his first Brenda Brown said about 25 floats will
parade since coming to Eastern 29 be displayed. Twelve fraternities and
years ago.
eight sororities built 10 of the 25 floats
''Being named grand marshall at the . in this year's parade.
parade is a great honor", McClerren
Tim King, a sophomore business
said.
major, said that for many Eastern stuHe said he will be dressing up as dents, the Homecoming activities mark
Abraham Lincoln for the parade, which an exciting point of the their school
won't be too big a change for year.
McClerren, who is constantly told he
"This is a perfect chance for all
resembles Lincoln. Ironically, he also school organizations to come together
teaches a Lincoln seminar at Eastern.
and show enthusiasm for Eastern,"
He said he is looking forward to King said.
Saturday's events but also hinted at
The procession will start at the

DANDAHllL

Eastern's annual Homecoming
de will kick off the weekend's fes'vities at 9:30 a.m. Saturday with
ly 100 local and student organizans participating.
Grand marshal B.F. McClerren, will
d tlle parade's lineup, which begins
t the corner of Seventh Street and
incoln Avenue and moves down
eventh Street before stopping at
hnson Avenue in front of Andrews

intersection of Seventh Street and
Lincoln Avenue and proceed north on
Seventh Street to the square. It will
then head west to Sixth Street, moving
south on Sixth Street toward campus
where it will end in front of Old Main.
Both Charleston and campus police
will be stationed along the parade
route.
The following streets will be closed to
traffic from 3 a.m. to noon Saturday:
Johnson Avenue, between Seventh and
Ninth streets; Grant Avenue, between
Seventh and Ninth streets; and
Roosevelt Avenue, between Fourth and
Ninth streets.

BGC to present
evlsed.
·~
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By SUSAN KIEL
Activities editor

Seven of Eastern's Black Greek organizations will be 'Steppin'
Out' Friday night to compete in the Black Greek Council's annu-al step show at 8 p.m. in McAffee Gym.
Admission price is $5 in advance, $7 at the door and. $3 for
greeks.
"(Steppin') has been explained as going back to African roots,"
said Evette Pearson, president of Black Greek Council. "It goes
back to African celebration, making beats with your hands, feet
and canes, along with chanting."
Sororities Alpha Kappa Alpha, Delta Sigma Theta and Zeta
Phi Beta will be competing along with fraternities, Kappa Alpha
Psi, Omega Psi Phi, Iota Phi Theta and Phi Beta Sigma.
First place winners for fraternities and sororities will receive a
giant trophy for the winning organization, individual trophies for
participants along with a monetary award, said Pearson.
''This is also the first year that we will be giving out plaques to
second place winners," Pearson said.
Each contestant will be judged on the basis of creativity,
appearance and performance, she said.
Also, as part of the evening's events, Sigma Gamma Rho
sorority will give an exhibition performance.

Advertisment was a waste of money
Do readers of this newspaper want to read facts or just
Eastern's administration and

Press release: Eastern 's
graduation rate of 59 percent
within six years ties it for top
in
the (second) quartile.
"Don't always
Fact: Eastern' s worst effort
the words in the America's best colleges
of administrasurvey was in the financial
Well, none other than a paid
resources category. Eastern
tors or press
advertisement taken out in
88th out of 131 .
finished
releases."
the name of Shirley Moore,
Financial resources is based on
•
Eastern' s dean of academic
each university's school
Jolm
development.
library, student services,
Ferak
In what caught me by suradministration and computers.
prise Tuesday, Moore
Press release: Nothing.
plopped down 240 smackaroos in a "let's save
Fact: Eastern finished 63rd out of 131 schools in
Eastern's image" ad. The advertisement was pubthe student selectivity category. This area was deterlished in response to a story I wrote concerning how
mined by the number of students who apply at a
Eastern faired in a national survey against other unigiven university and actually enroll. Also, ACT and
versities.
SAT scores of applicants were also studied.
This story should have been of interest to Eastern
Press Release: Within its group, Eastern compares
students. How Eastern ranks as a national university
well on several factors. With 82 percent of freshmen
could have an extremely important bearing on the
returning as sophomores, EJU has the second highest
job prospects of students.
retention rate of the colleges in quartile two.
The report was published in the U.S. News and
Fact: In a report on "Best College Values," Eastern
World Report's October issue. Moore's advertisewas not listed in either the "Discount Tuition Prices"
ment was simply an entire press release from
or "Sticker Prices" category for regional universities.
Eastern's University Relations department which was
Press Release: Nothing.
printed in the Charleston Times-Courier as Moore's
Quote from the Press Release: "This report clearly
evidence of what she felt should have been printed in
shows Eastern as one of the finest comprehensive
our newspaper as well.
institutions in the nation. We plan to become even
The Times-Courier decided to run the press release
better, • Eastern President David ]oms said.
verbatim while our news staff felt that more reporting
My gut feeling from evaluating this survey is that
needed to be done in hopes of printing a more realis- this report found Eastern as a good academic univertic and accurate picture of the report for our readers.
sity for a school Its size.
Here are the facts from the U.S. News and World
However, the press release tries to convince stureport's survey. You be the judge of what's right.
dents that Charleston is really the home to the
Fact: Eastern finished 60th out of 131 Midwest col- Midwest's version of Harvard.
leges and universities, schools similar in size and
The moral of the story is don't always trust the
academia to Eastern.
words of administrators or press releases. They only
Press release: Eastern /11/no/s University ls among
want you to hear what they want to hear.
the top 66 Midwest regional universities //steel... .Jn
Unfortunately, it's part of their job. It's a newspa"America's Best Colleges" publlshed by U.S. News
per's duty to go out arid report what are the facts,
even if people like jorns and his buddies don't want
and World Report... Of 131 Midwest colleges placed
In four quart/Jes, Eastern was ranked 34th to 66th.
to be reminded of them.
Fact: Eastern's best ranking was 30th out of the
entire 131 schools in the category of graduating its
- john Feral< Is administration editor and guest
students.
columnist for The Dally Eastern News.
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Ruling against
Wal-Mart a win
for little guys
The ruling by an Arkansas judge that WalMart illegally tried to force competitors out of
business should be viewed as a victory for the
"little guy" and a warning of what can happen
when our free · enterprise system goes
unchecked.
Judge David Reynolds ruled last Tuesday that
- - - - - - - - Wal-Mart tried to systemati~~lly force i~s
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ competition out of business in Conway, Ark.,
by offering merchandise below cost. He
ordered an end to the practice and awarded
the plaintiffs, three independent Arkansas pharmacies, nearly $300,000 in damages.
The decision was the first predatory price ruling against the retail giant, which critics have
blamed for the demise of many long-established merchants in small towns and cities
nationwide.
Of course, in our free-market economy, consumers will traditionally go to businesses offering the lowest prices. From that standpoint,
Wal-Mart is a shining example of American
enterprise. Sam Walton, the chain's founder,
started from a modest base in Bentonville, Ark.,
and built what has.become perhaps the single
most successful retail operation in the United
States.
In defense of Wal-Mart, some small cities
have prospered after welcoming a store. They
bring jobs, new business and a better selection
of products to areas that might otherwise be
without a department store of any kind.
But for those businesses elsewhere that are
driven to dose by .unmatchable prices and sales
strategies, the ruling is a small victory against
long odds.
Locally, business owners have accused WalMart of featuring cut-rate prices on specific
goods to choke small businesses and then raising prices or dropping the merchandise completely. Although there's little researched evidence to support these claims, they do merit a
doser look.
Allowing corporate giants to unfairly quash
small businesses won't enrich the consumer
market. Last week's ruling lets the courts safeguard against oppressive marketing and sends
a message to remind big-name retailers of the
·
limits on their sales tactics.
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Fans have chance
to support Panthers
over next 3 weeks
Dear editor:
As an enthusiastic football fan
and Panther Club member, I am
encouraging any and all of you
football fans to take advantage of
the next three weekends of football at Eastern's O'Brien Stadium.
Especially this coming weekend
when Eastern will be playing its
Homecoming game against Illinois
State. Eastern has not had a winning season so far and no one is
more aware of that fact than the
team itself. However, they have
five more games, three of which
will be played at O'Brien Stadium

Tolll'tlll'n
these next three weekends. They
need encouragement. We need to
give thetn every bit of support we
can to boost them along through
the balance of the season. They
need to know we are behind them
win or lose.
So please come out to O'Brien
Stadium beginning this coming
Saturday and help cheer them on
to a victory.
Following Homecoming on
Saturday, the Panthers will be hosting Southwest Missouri State on .
Oct. 30, which is Pork Day, and
Northwestern Louisiana State on
Nov. 6, which is Parents Weekend.
Let the team know you are

behind them by being in attendance and rooting for them. Let's
fill O'Brien Stadium to its capacity
these next three weekends.
Waunett. Hood

The Dally Eastern News encourages letters to the editor concerning any local, state, national or
international issue.
Letters should be less than 350
words. For the letter to be printed,
the name of the author, in addition
to the author's address and telephone number, must be included.
If necessary, letters will be edited
according to length and space at
the discretion of the edit page editor or editor in chief.
Anonymous letters will not be
printed.
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alval's document causes angry debate
WASHINGTON (AP) - U.S.-led
ediators presented Haitian Prime
· "ster- Robert Malval with a docuent this week that calls for a broad·ng of Haiti's interim government.
he intent of the document was
ngrily debated by the Clinton
dministration and supporters of
aiti's deposed president.
A top aide to ousted President
an-Bertrand Aristide said the docuent was an effort by the United
tates to break the current political
passe in Haiti by adding supportrs of Haiti's military chieftains to
ey government posts. The Clinton
· ·stration flatly denied it.
On Capitol Hill, Aristide refused to
· cuss the document or its implica-

tions but said, "We are ready to
expand the process but first they
have to be removed."
Aristide was referring to army
chief Raoul Cedras and his lieutenants who seized power in 1991.
The document was presented this
week by U.S. and other international
mediators to Malval, who was chosen
by Aristide as interim prime minister
this past summer.
State Department officials said the
document was intended to be a
speech that Malval would deliver to
the nation on the current crisis. They
said Aristide, from his exile in
Washington, vetoed the speech.
Aristide was bypassed in the mediation process. He learned of the docu-

ment when Malval sent him a copy.
An Aristide aide, speaking only on
condition of anonymity, charged the
language in the document was an
attempt by U.S.
officials and other mediators to
impose new conditions - favorable to
the military - on the agreement
reached last July for Aristide's
return.
The document "is a fancy way for
the United Nations and the United
States to kowtow to these armed
thugs and give them what they are
seeking," the aide said.
He added, "It was presented to
Malval on a take-it-or-leave-it basis."
The Clinton administration rejected the charge. State Department

press officer David Johnson said the
mediators "never entertained" the
notion of including "non-democratic
sectors" in the cabinet.
In addition, White House press secretary Dee Dee Myers said the United
States is not out to "appease Cedras
and (police chief Joseph Michelf
Francois. .. . I can tell you right now
that non-democratic forces will not
play a role in the Haitian government."
The July agreement calls for
Cedras and Francois to step down as
a prelude to Aristide's return, set for
Oct. 30. But Cedras and Francois
have balked at keeping their end of
the bargain, casting doubt on
whether Aristide will return on

States address kids "With guns
DENVER (AP) - Shayne
Gilmore has a question for
the 16-year-old who shot him
last week.
"I'd just ask him, if he was
shooting at me, why? And I'd
ask him, why does a guy need
CHICAGO (AP) - Prompted by protests over a gun
a gun? He ruined a lot of
shop opening across the street from a high school, the
things for me."
Cook County Board has banned new gun dealerships
Gilmore, 18, was a starting
within a half-mile of a school or park.
linebacker for Englewood
Critics blasted the ordinance· as wholly fneffective at
High School. That was before
combating gun violence.
he was hit Friday in the foot
A gun shop called Strictly Shooting opened earlier this
by a stray bullet during a
year in the northwestern suburb ·of Prospect Heights,
fight that had nothing to do
across the street from Hersey High School in Arlington
with him outside the school.
Heights. Parents immediately protested and asked the
Police arrested a gang
county board for help.
member and charged him
"If we validate guns as any kind of symbol of somehow
with assault and possession
or another resolving disputes, and if kids see that every
of a handgun. Under a new
single day as they go to high school, I think we're going
Colorado law, the arrested
the wrong direction," said board President Richard
boy could be sent to a juvenile
Phelan, a Democratic candidate for governor, after the 13detention center for two years
4 vote Tuesday.
on the gun charge.
The ordinance also bans about 50 types of guns, includGilmore didn't play football
ing many assault weapons already banned ,under federal
Friday. The Pirates, with a 6law.
·
.
0 record, lost 22-7.
Some of the guns banned by the county are types used
Following a summer of vioin target shooting in the Olympics, said county commislence that left four children
sioners Herbert Schumann of Palos Hills and Richard
wounded by stray bullets,
Siebel of Northbrook. Both were among the four
Colorado joined a growing
Republicans who cast the only votes against the measure.
number of states responding
"Everybody's against assault rifles. But you're making
to juvenile crime with new
a criminal out of someone who's practicing for the U.S.
gun laws aimed at disarming
Olympic team," said Siebel.
young thugs.
"I don't think anybody should sleep any easier tonight
Nineteen state.s and the
because this law is passed," said Schumann.
District of Columbia have
stiff anti-gun laws and a halfThough gun laws aimed at special legislative session on
dozen more are considering
action. President Clinton said · juveniles may not be the solu- juvenile violence.
Among a package of bills
this week he backs a federal tion to broader problems facproposal making it illegal for ing young people, the signed by Gov. Roy Romer
minors to possess handguns approach is "one area where last month is a law barring
we have an emerging consen- people under age 18 from posunder most circumstances.
Getting guns away from sus we haven't seen before," sessing handguns, except for
hunting, instruction and taryoung people "is definitely Griffin said.
Even the National Rifle get shooting. Convicted
the hottest issue in gun policy," said Denise Griffin, a Association, which opposes offenders must spend five
researcher for the National gun control, joined the fight. days in jail upon arrest and
Conference
of
State It helped draft legislation up to two years in juvenile
passed in Colorado during a detention.
Legislatures.

Board prohibits gun
shops near. schools

EIU DORM FRIDGES

$15 till May

y

BIACK GREEK COUNCIL
presents

"WE.RE STEPPJN• OUT"
1993 :Homecoming stepsfww

Order Now for Oct. 21 delivery

345-7083
Limited suppplies

".,,.,,,
Tonight:

The Drovers
Doors
10 p.m.
Show 10:30 p.m.

$3.00

I

(JI

I

(JI

BELL'S FLOWER CORNER
DOZEN LONG STEMMED
{

REDROSES

}

$14.95 WRAPPED
$19.95 VASED

1335 MONROE

:Friday, Octo6er 22, 1993 • 8 p.m. !Mc.9Lfee (jym
$3 (jreek.§, $5 .9Lavance, $ 7 at tlie ioor

345-3919

SURPRISE YOUR FRIEND!
Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PICTURE. AND MESSAGE
The Dally Eastern News
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Town rejects Wal-Mart plans
GREENFIELD, Mass. (AP) - The downtown Wilson's department store bustled
Wednesday with the usual old-timers and
homemakers hunting for bargains in a town
now jokingly d,ubbed a "Wal-Mart-free
zone."
In a public referendum the day before,
this western Massachusetts community of
18,000 narrowly rejected a proposed WalMart as too big, powerful and threatening to
their small-town way of life.
"It's a very unique town, and I don't think
we need big businesses like that to come in
and take away from the beauty of the town,"
said Tami Silk, a customer at Wilson's.
It was the latest setback to the nation's
largest retailer in its push to transplant its
style of Gargantuan storefronts and
Lilliputian pricing to New England.
Company spokesman Jane Arend said she
was unaware of any other community in the

country that has voted down a Wal-Mart.
Downtown merchants, young profession
als who fled big cities, ex-hippies, socia
activists and diehard Yankees joined han
in an unlikely alliance that led the cam
paign against rezoning land two miles ou
side downtown for the Wal-Mart.
The local daily newspaper and some pr
development forces rallied for the store.
The rezoning measure lost by only ni
votes, 2,854 to 2,845, but town officials sai
they did not expect a recou~t.
Just six months earlier, the town ha
voted by a 2-1 margin in an advisory refe
endum to zone for the Wal-Mart, but opp
nents persisted, forcing Tuesday's hindi
vote with a petition drive.
At company headquarters in Bentonvill
Ark., Arend said Wal-Mart would drop i
Greenfield proposal but might try to place
store nearby.

Recycled forms to be use
WASHINGTON (AP) Income tax forms will be
printed on recycled paper,
Park Service trucks will use
re-refined oil and the government will be shopping from a
list of "environmentally
preferable products."
It's all required under a
purchasing policy President
Clinton signed Wednesday.
Clinton's executive order
will revamp the government's
procurement practices to
emphasize recycled products,
principally paper, oil and tires.
It also directs the
Environmental Protection
Agency devise a list of "environmentally preferable products," such as non-toxic
cleansers and less cumbersome packaging that federal
agencies must use.

"It's time for the government to set an example and
provide real leadership that
will help create jobs and protect the environment, encouraging new markets for recycled products and new technologies," Clinton said in signing the executive order.
The policy is aimed at
reducing the burden on local
landfills, which receive 11 million tons of paper a year, 40
percent of all solid waste. The
federal government uses
300,000 tons of paper a yeai, 2

percent of the national m
ket.
Currently less than 10 p
cent of the government's pa
contains recycled materi
and its recycled content is o
half of what will be requi
under the president's ord
according to the Gene
Services Administration..
"This is a great step fo
ward for both markets£
recycled paper and towa
making the federal gove
ment a true green consume
Environmental
Actio
spokeswoman Resa Dimi
said Wednesday.
Local government offici ·
also welcomed the effort, b
the paper industry, which
pushed for a less aggressi
paper recycling standard, ·
icized it.

TONIGHT AT

THIRSTY'S

-,

FIFTY CEJYT JYIGHT
LONG NECKS
M.G.D. , LITE
BUD, BUD LT.
BLUE TAIL FLY
VODKA COLLINS
RUM-N-COKE

UNIVERSITY THATRE

PRE.SENTS
.
~ HAVER'S HOLLER, WV ~
.·

an original musical
·
by .
MARJORIE A.DUEHMIG and
HENRY.BUTLER

Tonight and Tomorrow at 8 p.m.
also
8 p.m. October 23,27,28,29,30
· ~ p.m. October 24, 31
on the Mainstage .
Doudna-·Fine Arts Center

··

$8ADULTS
$6 SENIORS AND YOUTH
$4 EIU STUDENTS ·
CALL 581-3110 FOR TICKET INFORMATION AND RESERVATI,ONS
The Ur:iiversity Theater Ticket Office is open from 1 to 5
p.m'. Mon. thru Fri. and one hour before each performance. Patrons with special needs are requested to
provide advance notification.

'

'

Scare the #/@&%
out of your
friends!
with a

Boo
Personal
$5 for 15 words in tombstone artworks
Name:

e Daily EWite:rn News
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Clinton pitche~
NAFTA proposal
WASHINGTON (AP) Attorney General Janet
Reno encouraged senators Wednesday to legislate against TV violence
if the television industry
doesn't do more to end
dramatized bloodshed.
"Government intervention is neither the
best option nor the first
we should try," she said,
ging that industry be
iven a few more
onths to prove it can
ange.
"B-u:t if significant volntar.y steps are , n ot
en soonJ govemnient
ction will be impera.;
ve." she said.
Parental advisories""

the industey's stanards for depicting vionee ar,~ positive;" b.ut
xtreniely small, ..~ tty..
itty ·step~/' "' she /fro.ld ,.
hers of tpe Sena.re"

nunerce Conumttee;S';\S..
Entertamment·'indtifil\,,
y executives ~hD' '"'
pea.red before . . the '"

.. said~ this seas .. 'if'''
eup is: laden' . · ··

.·mu ·

tnedy· aiid
ilent tharl befo

They) assured . ~)v'.i\'.'.'
ers that more acl:ioi{

co,m ing, including
·-violence public ser·ce announcement& and
TV ,special.on alt.erria~ . .
'ves ,t o violence'"to;;be "''

adeaat sinlUitaneQU$.-..
by all the.networks. '
But' their argument~{

dn't seenl'to convince .

mmlttee Chifrman:"
ne$t F. Hollings, D'• ~ho ha$ introdueed ·
bill that woUld r~sttiet
olent prograltiroing tQ
-night hours when
· dren would be least ·
ely to see it. .
' ,..,"'..
Durhig t.Jie ne~ririgj' :··.
ol}ings played a t.ai>e. o( ,.

scene ftom. the
'tua.tiol,\: co:medy
nd War'~ that tr

ems .

1'\a:~li9t.J~
. %~~,.~in. a.,
1f'restaU:1'ant.. •
e~!t$th~~"'.•

WASHINGTON (AP) Surrounded by the bounty of
free trade - pastries and
prunes, toys and trucks,
computers and Chryslers - .
President Clinton warned
Wednesday of an ugly side to
rejecting an economic pact f ull of gooey pastries from
with Mexico.
Miami, but posed alongside
He predicted a new flood a pile of shiny, red appl.es
of illegal immigrants from courtesy of the Washington
Mexico and more competi- Apple Commission.
tion from Japan and
Executives from Dupont
Germany.
Inc. stood outside one tent,
"I'm telling you, every- posing for a picture. "Say,
thing people worried about 'Increased earnings!"' shoutin the 1980s will get worse if ed businessman aiming a
this thing is voted down, and point-and-shoot camera.
will get better if it's voted
The pitch for NAFTA was
up," he said.
more businness-like on
White House image spe- Capitol Hill, where White
cialists staged a free-trade House Budget Director Leon
bazaar of sorts to promote Panetta said the administraNAFTA. Two huge, white tion still wants to raise
tents were set up on the transportation fees by about·
South Lawn to house a wide $500 million a year to
range of products that com- finance the pact despite
panies believe would find opposition of some Repubnew or expanded markets in licans.
Mexico.
"The fee increase is still
Approaching a 125,000- very much on the table,"
piece Lego model of the Panetta said after separate
White House, Clinton meetings with members of
bragged, "I was a Lego the House Ways and Means
father for a long time."
Committee and the Senate
He steered clear of a table Finance Committee.

-

Midwest housing
best in nation
WASHINGTON (AP) - Housing in the Midwest continued to be the most affordable in the nation, but plunging
mortgage interest rates expanded homeownership opportunities in all cities last spring.
The Champaign-Urbana-Rantoul area of Illinois
reclaimed its spot as the nation's most affordable housing
market, while San Francisco remained the least affordable
for the ninth straight quarter.
The Champaign area scored 95.3 to replace Lima, Ohio,
at the top of the Housing Opportunity Index during the
April-June quarter.
Lima dropped to 20th place with an 88. 7 score.
The index, released Wednesday by the National
Association of Home Builders, listed San Francisco at the
bottom with 15.1.
It was the second time the Champaign area ranked
first. It previously held the No. 1 spot during the JulySeptember quarter of 1992.
"The Midwest markets continue to lead the nation in
affordability, but during the second quarter all cities
across the country saw an increase in homeownership
opportunities because of the continuing drop in mortgage
interest rates," said Home Builders President J. Roger
Glunt.
The national index rose to 65.1 during the second quarter, from 64. 7 during the first three months of the year,
despite rising home prices and stagnant family earnings.
The Housing Opportunity Index measures the ability of
a typical family to purchase a home in its market by comparing median family income with median home price.
The latest scores were based on a survey of 517,457 sales
of new and previously owned homes in 186 markets across
the country.

fX'

Restaurant, Sports Bar
&. Banquet facility

STIX WARSTE.INER 0C.TOB£RfEST NIGHT
Warsteiner (#1 Beer in Germany) 17 oz. $ts
Free Giveaways - Fun evening
all

for

Hot Buffet &. Salad Bar $5ll
ALL YOU CAN EAT - LARGE SELECTION
Chilli $1 25 Soup of the Day
Dinner: Italian Beef

$3S w/Mozz $422
WORLD SERIES HEAQ.UARllRS

Sunday Brunch Buffet 9-1 :30 pm

$6H ALL YOU CANT EAT - Large Selection
BANQUET FACILITY AVAILBLE FOR PRIVATE PARTIES
NEVER A COVER
19 to enter; 21 to drink

Doors open 8:30

1
COACH
BDDY
S
Panther Sport Shoppe
·~

Daily 9-8 Sun 12-5
1414 SIXTH STREET IN OLDE TOWNE SQUARE
ONE BLOCK NORTH OF OLD MAIN

.-HOMECOM·I NG MINI-MADNESS
GO FANTHERSll·
Thursday Only!!

from 9am -Spm
25°/o off
(unless otherEntire Stock wise marked) Entire Stock

25°/o off

Girls & Guys

NIKE
Basketball &
Cross Trainers
Force
Flight

REEBOK._
Basketball
Aerobic & X-Training
SHAQSHOES

Only $9995

.

Afr

rwmmw

~

,·

EIU EIU EIU
T-Shirts & Sweats

25°/o
off

11

Custom
Sew-ons"

20°/o

~~· off -

Jackets

Snap-ups&.
Pullovers

25°/o
off
excl. lettering

33°/o off

33°/o off

Entire Stock

Entire Stock

RUSSELL
RUSSELL
Nike
R~~~~~s Reebok Irregulars
Stanal
Sweats - Pants
Pro-Team Barkley

Jordan
Mdse.
25°/o off

The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report
errors immediately at 5812812. A corrected ad will
appear in the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following day's newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled
AFTER the 2 p.m. dead-

line.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.
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Contact Dan Tyre at Leland
Hall Real Estate to learn how
you can purchase a home
under Illinois New Home Start
Program. Call 345-7023 for
more info.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
"My Secretary"-Resumes, letters, and papers. For appointment, call 345-6807 after 4
p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/10
Auto Rates Reduced! EIU students save money with Hall
Insurance! Faculty members
compare rates with Dan Castle.
Call Dan or Bill Hall at 3457023 or stop by 1010 E. Lincoln
Ave.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/22
m~ITEmll:'%%m:l7Timll:'mll:'~--rr
- -m

WE ARE A YOUNG AND CARI NG COUPLE WHO WANT
NOTHING MORE THAN TO
BE PARENTS. WE CAN
OFFER SO MUCH TO A
CHILD IF GIVEN THE
CHANCE. A LOVING HOME,
EAGER GRANDPARENTS,
SECURITY AND A BRIGHT
FUTURE. IF ADOPTION IS A
THOUGHT
FOR
YOU,
PLEASE CALL MIM AND
RANDY. 1-800-451-4573.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/1
We are a happy, stable couple
wanting to adopt. We are
unable to have children. Your
child will have very opportunity
in life. We own our own home
and have strong family ties.
Expenses pa id. Call co II e ct
Dennis or Melody, 815-6458202 or John 800-241-5384
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/21

<I·

LlfilillTIE'E2E.222BEITBTIIill--2'-' -J' - ll- _
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS
DUE TO PROGRAM EXPANSION: HABILITATION AIDES,
HOUSEKEEPING/JANITORIAL
STAFF, ACTIVITIES STAFF,
DIETARY
STAFF,
AND
SUPERVISORY POSITIONS
AT
ALL
LEVELS .
COMPETITIVE SALARIES.
BENEFITS WHERE APPLICABLE. APPLY IN PERSON AT
738 18TH ST., 738 18TH ST.,
CHAS., IL EOE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/10
ALASKA
EMPLOYMENT:
Students Needed! Earn up to
$2,500+/mo. in canneries or on
fishing vessels. Many employers provided Room & Board &
Transportation. No experience
necessary. For more information call: (206) 545-4155, ext.
A5738.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/29
TUTOR needed in Chemistry &
Spanish for H.S. student. Call
345-9475 after 5 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ ___10/21
OPENING BANDS FOR TRIBUTE BANDS ON THURSDAYS . CALL TED AT 3459732.
------~-10/22

FEMALE
SUBLESSORS
NEEDED for Sp . 94. Own
room, furnished, $185/mo. +
util. 348-5070.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/22
Sublessor needed for spacious
one bedroom, uptown apartment for Spring '94. Call any
time. 348-0385.

2 BEDROOM APARTMENT
FOR TWO TO FOUR PEOPLE.
FURNISHED , HEAT PAID.
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY.
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE
APARTMENTS. 345-6000.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/10
Dorm-size refrigerators for rent.
Carlyle Rentals, 820 Lincoln St.
348-7746. 9-5.
_ _ _ _ _____12/10
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE.
IDEAL FOR 2 TO 4 PERSONS.
PHONE: 345-2416.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/26

:i Daily Eastem Jews
Classified Ad Form
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _Student

0

Yes

O No

Dates to run _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ __ _ __ _

Ad to read:

,

ACROSS
1 Mossyfuel
5Gas
10 Stable diet
14 Cough up for
the kitty
15 Kipling's " -of Mor~ls"
1a Europe-Asia
boundary range
17 What 54 Across
often do
19 Native Costa
Rican
20 Einstein and
Finney
21 Distribute anew
23--dupays
(homesickness)
24 Hoard
25 Legendary
Irving locale

Under Classification of: - - -- - - - - -- - -- Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad_ _ _ _ _ _
· _ Compositor _ _ _ __
Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
0 Check
0 Credit
Check number_ _ _ _ __
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecuti.ve day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS

The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30

Lost: Blue Parent Child Book,
bathroom on first floor in
Buzzard, Oct. 20, 1993 A.M.
Return to Student Publications.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/25
LOST: Gold-framed guess
watch in Rec Center. Cash
reward if returned. Please call
349-8396.

SCHOLARSHIP
MONEY
AVAILABLE! $6.6 BILLION
UNCLAIMED LAST YEAR!
Recorded message gives
details. 345-2629, ext. 112.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/10
ALPHA GAMS and DELTS:
Thanks for the flowers and all
your support on Monday! Love,
Sarah and Jacqui
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/21
Costumes: Adult rentals, child
sales. Broadway Bazaare, 2354844.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/29
ASAs AND D-CHls: KEEP UP
THE GREAT WORK AND
KEEP HAVING FUN! POMP,
POMP, POMP
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/21
ERICH
KROLL:
Happy
Birthday, Dad! Thanks for the
Socks & a GREAT time
Thursday night. You're the best!
Let's do lunch sometime soon.
Love, your daughter, Amy
--'----------10/21

COSTUME RENTAL! HUGE
ADULT SELECTION! REA·
SONABLE RATES. 7 P.M.·9
P.M. SUNDAY-THURSDAY. 310
MADISON, CHARLESTON.
345-2617.
_ _ _ _ _ca10/4-7, 11-29
Help Needed: Anyone inter
ed in volunteering to usher
the Parent's Weekend Con
on Nov. 6, (Both Shows) pie
call Carey at 345-9565. Lea
a message OR leave you
name and number in Rm 201
University Union.

_________1

IT'S THAT TIME OF YEA
FOR WARBLER PHOTO
WARBLER GROUP PHOl
OCT. 25-0CT. 29. WARBL
INDIVIDUAL PORTRAIT
OCT. 25-NOV. 5. SULLIVA
ROOM, 3RD FLOOR, UNIVE
SITY UNION . FOR MOR
INFO CALL MIKE HESTER
581-2812 OR 581-6550.

________1

Student Senate Candidate
tions now available in 20
Union. Due back Oct. 29
4:00 p.m. PICK ONE U
TODAY!

FRATS! SORORITIES!
STUDENT GROUPS!
LOST: Blue ID Holder. If found,
please return. Call 581-2482.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/21
Lost: Glasses & glass case.
Glass case is green. The glasses have black trim.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ 10~2
Lost: Casio graphing calculator
in black case. $25 reward if
returned. Please call 345-9383.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/26

31 Halves and
quarters
32 Princely Muslim
33Course
beginner
36"1 - - Got
Nobody," 1916
song
37 Close by, long
ago
38Baking - 39 M.D.'s assts.
40 Bright glows in
the sky, Down
East
41 He somptimes
holds the bag
42 Makes quite a
racket
44"1 - -Song
Comin'On"
48 Sooner than
47 Loser to
Reagan: 1984

Raise as Much as You
Want in One Week!
$100•.•$600.••$1500!
Market applications for VISA
MASTERCARD, MCI,
AMOCO, etc. Call for your
FREE T-SHIRT and to qualify
for FREE TRIP to MTV
SPRING BREAK '94
Call 1-800-950-1039, ext. 75.

49 Off one's - (loco)
53 "To - -and a
bone . .. ":
Kipling
54 Some night
owls
seChesscall
57 - - Rae, Sally
Field role
58 Finicky
59 Watched with
interest
so City NNE of
Dusseldorf
61 River of Hesse

DOWN

1 Spotted cavy
20rganic
compound
53
3 Swift's "The
56
Tale of - - "
4 Flat building
59
5 To a great
degree
&Ughs in Ulm
26 Cut of meat
1 Poet expelled
from West Point 27 One, in Bonn
8 Frankfurt's river 28 Hollywood kept
her on ice
90newho
29 Signs of seers
rescinds
30 Part of L.C.D.
10 Jesse James,
33Dimwit
~~~;;+=:-fll!ll -"+-'-'+-'-+--il-i-I
e.g .
34 Product of
11 Seed
cerebration
appendages
35 Variety of
=+=+-+""+-+-+--t 12 Tijuana treats.
chalcedony
~"'+;;,+,;"'i 13 Coin swallower
37 Type of battery
-+--+---+--t 18 Pitfalls
38 Bench an
.............................. 22 Cupid
athlete
25 Rocky cliff
40 Festive

.

no. words/days
Payment:
0 Cash

Affordable Mobile Home for
sale. Call Dan Tyre at Leland
hall Real Estate 345-7023.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/22
Bulova Accutron stainless steel
man's watch. Original cases.
$85. 345-4426.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/21
Wine rack. Cutty Sark, black.
Excellent condition. Large, $35.
345-4426.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/21
LEVI JACKET, SHORT, COTTON,
SMALL,
MEN'S.
EXCELLENT CONDITION.
$20. 345-4426.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/21
Levi jacket, short, cotton, size
38R, men's. Excellent condition. $20. 345-4426.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/21
Leather jacket, mid length. Size
42. Black, excellent condition.
$35. 345-4426.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/21
LEATHER JACKET, MID
LENGTH. SIZE 42. BROWN ,
EXCELLENT CONDITION .
$25. 345-4426. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/21
Leather jacket with liner, 38R.
Black, excellent condition. $45.
345-4426.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/21
Wine rack. August Sebastiani,
white. Excellent condition.
Large. $35. 345-4426.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/21
Elvira full-size cardboard
standup. Spend Halloween with
Elvira. $15. 345-4426.

41 Evita-42Crammed
43George - (Babe} Ruth
44 Raid
45 Related on
mother's side
47 Russell role
48 A grandson of
Adam

49 Unabridged

dictionary, e.g.
out
(arranged)
51 - - homo
52 North Sea
feeder via
Belgium
55 Grads-to-be

so--

WAND·7 17

ESPN·24

News
Inside Edition

News
Entmt. Tonight

News
Cops

SportsCenter
Kickoff

Major Dad
Wings

Designing Women
Jeffersons

MacNeil, Lehrer

Unsolved
Mysteries

Roseanne
Cheers

lncred. Animals
Pet Connection

Reading Rainbow
Gerbert

Andy Griffith
Beverly Hillbillies

Mad About You
Wings

World Series:
Game5

Matlock

Best of Sunday
Conversations

Murder,
She Wrote

Movie: The Best
Little Whorehouse

Illinois Gardner
This Old House

L.A. Law

Simpsons
Sinbad

Mysterious World
Pacifica

Little House

Movie: On Her
Majesty's

Superbouts

Movie: The
Perfect Bride

inTexas

Saving Nature

Movie: Fire
in the Dark

Secret Service

Mystery!

Movie Magic
Machines
Challenge

Bonanza

News

In Living Color
Herman's Head
Star Trek: The Next
Generation

Night Court
Highlander

Being Served?
Movie

Chevy Chase

Mysterious World
Pacifica

Seinfeld
Frasier
L.A. Law
News
Tonight

To be Announced
News

Prime Time Live

Pool

News
Married ...

Auto Racing
SportsCenter

Major Dad
Wings

Elayne Boosier

News
America
Lock Up
Movie

Movie: Strange
Invaders
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l~fui__
i--------=---10/21
THAT TIME OF YEAR
WARBLER PHOTOS.
BLEA GROUP PHOTOS.
. 25-0CT. 29. WARBLER
IVIDUAL PORTRAITS
. 25-NOV. 5. SULLIVAN
3RD FLOOR UNIVERUNI ON. FOR MORE
CALL MIKE HESTER AT
12 OR 581-6550.
-..,....,.--..,_____ 10/22
Help! Help! We need your
for UNICEF Sunday.
call 348-0147.
_ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
ORITIES AND FRATERIES: CHECK OUT OUR
IAL GREEK MUGS AND
. UP UP & AWAY, 1503
345-9462.
~_ _ca10/19,21,26,28
ant Senate Elections,
ember
1o,
1993:
bertoVOTEI
~-----11/10

T SPENCE'S, 1148 6TH
WELCOMES ALL HOMEMERS. OPEN MONDAY
U SATURDAY., 2-5 P.M.
1469.
~-----10122
at EIU: Custom Pool Cues
ler. Guaranteed for life.
with only the BEST. Call
2794
after
6:00.
erCard.
10122
"'"L-BO_,..x-E=-s--A-N......
D-P::-A:-:RC EL
OT NOW OPEN IN
ENS FOR UPS SHIPVERNIGHT AIR-SEND
ECEIVE A FAX-CHECK
MADEHING-KEYS
ORDERS. ALL KINDS
~CKING SUPPLIES AND
ES OF ALL SIZES, WE
N EVEN PACK YOUR
FF FOR SHIPMENT.
:rCH FOR OUR GRAND
ENING; LOCATED IN
ENS, UNIVERSITY VIL-

E.

_ __ _ _ _ _ 10/29
Dells & Beta Chis: Pomp,
, Pompi Fun, fun, fun! We
doitl
;___ _ _ _ _ _ 10/21
Rs: Our float looks great.
s keep up the great work.
ASTs
10/21
,.....A_N_N=E--=G-u-=
E-:Nc:-N:-::E'""w=1 G of
TA ZETA: Congratulations
getting lavaliered to TONY
OWN of SIGMA PHI
ILON. Your sisters are very
for you!
:.........----.,..,,---=-10/21
LTA ZETAS AND PIKES:
U'RE DOING A GREAT
B WITH HOMECOMING.
P UP THE HARD WORK
D OUR REWARD WILL
E. DAVE

SIG KAP, SIG EP, EIU, SIG
KAP, SIG EP, EIU, SIG KAP,
SIG EP, EIU.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/21
Congratulations Amy, I knew
you would win. You're the best
Freshman Attendant ever. Love
Scott
-------=---.,---10/21
Amy Maynard of Delta Zeta:
You're the hottest & coolest cat
aroundl Your Pike boy, G.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/21
JENNY MARSHALL AND JEN
JAMES OF DELTA ZETA.
LOOK FOR A CLUE AT THE
FLOAT TONIGHT TO FIND
OUT WHO YOUR PIKE PAL
IS. GOOD LUCK.
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ 10/21
LYNN LOMONOCO and DANA
FRANZEN: You are doing a
TERRIFIC
job
with
Homecoming! Thank you for all
your hard work and dedication!
Love, your DELTA ZETA sisters!
--------::---:::-::--:10/21
SIG KAPS and SIG EPS: Get
ready for the Pep Railey and
Bon Fire tonight. It will be a
blast!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/21
Lynn Lomonaco: Have a great
Homecoming Week. Have you
figured out who I am yet? Your
Pike Pal
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/21
Beta Chis & Phi Delts: Bring all
of our school spirit to the bonfire tonight.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/21
To our Dalt Sweetheart Alecia,
Thanks for everything during 1wee k. Love, the new Dalt
Actives.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/21
TO THE BOUNCERS AND
BARTENDER AT MARTY'S ON
TUESDAY NIGHT: WE HAD A
GREAT TIME. THANKS FOR
ALL OF YOU HELP! LOVE,
THE MOMMIES
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/21
SIGMA Pis! GOOD LUCK with
Homecoming! I can't wait to
see your WINNING float! Love,
Sarah
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/21
Jenny Scarr of Delta Zeta:
When you pomp I get
PUMPED! Your HUNK O' PIKE,

G.

_ _ _ _ __ _ _10/21
MARC WAYNE: Happy 21st
birthday sweetie! Hope you
have a great day. Love, Jen
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/21
Sarah Lahr: HAPPY BIRTHDAY! Fire up for tonight! Only
one more year, til the big one!
Love ya! Kristi
~-------10/21
Sigma Nu: Let's make this the
BEST Homecoming ever! From
the Women of PHI SIGMA
SIGMA!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/21

KAPPA DELTA RHO: The THE MEN OF
ladies of Alpha Sigma Tau are DELTA WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE SARAH BAUM &
very excited about tonight.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/21
JACQUI JOHNSON OF ALPHA .
GAMMA DELTA FOR A ·
Nikki Collins of DELTA ZETA:
Hope you are having a great GREAT SHOWING AT COROhomecoming week. Looking . NATION. WAY TO GO!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/21
forward to meeting you! Your
Amy (The mom), The mom and
new PIKE pal.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/21
daughter are back together
DELTA ZETAS and PIKES:
again. I love you lots. ASA love,
FIRE UP for the bonfire tonight!
Jessica (the daughter)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/21
We are doing GREAT. Let's
keep it up!!!
Lora ISAACSON of ALPHA
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/21
SIGMA ALPHA: What more
SIG EPs: Thanks for making could I ask for, you're the BEST
this week so much fun . We
mom ever! Love, your ASA kid
can't wait until Saturday! Love,
Heather
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/21
the Women of SIGMA KAPPA
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/21
I'll GIVE YOU NOTHING AND
KEVIN ST. ANGEL: Congrats YOU'LL LIKE IT! HEY ROBYN,
Big Brother on being crowned
I REALLY LOVE THE WAY
EIU KING. No one deserves it YOU POMP, IT'S A JOY TO
more. Your little bro, Jared
WATCH. LOVE, MR. PIKE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/21
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/21
KRISTIN NIELSEN AND
LYNN McMILLION: l'M HERE
HEATHER FISHBEIN: You
TO POMP YOU UP! YOUR
looked beautiful at coronation.
POMPING PIKE PAL!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/21
ASA love, KENDYL
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/21
I know a DZ named Potter, out
To the Men of Pl KAPPA of her house there's not one
ALPHA: We couldn't have hotter. I've seen you at the
choosen a better house to do float, since you are my girl I'll
1993 Homecoming with. Keep
gloat. Hey Potter, you really
your heads up and let's ALL
rock my boat.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/21
enjoy the rest of the week. You
guys are the BEST! FIRE UP
NICK
CARILLO:
DEE ZEE's and PIKESlll Love,
CONGRATULATIONS ON
the Ladies of DELTA ZETA
HOMECOMING
COURT!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/21
LOVE, AMY
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/21
WILLY, THANKS FOR THE
REFRESHING DONATION. IT Sig Eps: Good luck with
WAS GREATLY APPRECIAT- Homecoming. I know you guys
ED.
will do awesome! Amy
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/21
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/21
KEVIN ST. ANGEL: MY TO THE LADIES OF ASA:
BROTHER IS ROYALTY! YOU THANK YOU FOR THE SEREWERE ALWAYS KING IN MY NADES AND TREATS THIS
EYES! YOUR DZ SISTER,
WEEK. YOU GIRLS ARE THE
TAMARA
BEST. THANKS AGAIN. LOVE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/21
BRIAN
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/21
BETH SCHONEMAN of DELTA
ZETA: Congratulations on getPINK PANTHERS: We know
ting pinned to Rob Stamm of you will look your BEST tonight!
Sigma Chi. Your sisters are
Be HOT be SEXY! VEST wishvery happy for you.
es, NIKKI, NICOLE, ANGIE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/21
YOU GO GIRLS.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/21
Foxy, DON'T STRESS. You are
Wish ALL your friends a
doing a great job on the float!
GREAT HOMECOMING with an
Can't wait until Saturday. Love
ya,C.
ANNOUNCEMENT in the Daily
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/21
Eastern News. Forms available
HEY ALPHA GAMS: THE
at
Student
Publications
FLOAT IS LOOKING GREAT.
Business Office, 127 Buzzard
LET'S STAY FIRED UP AND
Building. DEADLINE: 2 p.m. 1
KEEP OUR WINNING TRADIbusiness day PRIOR to publicaTION ALIVE. LOVE, THE MEN tion. VISA and MASTERCARD
OF DELTA TAU DELTA.
accepted for all your classified
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/21
advertising needs.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ha-00
PHI SIG New Members: FIRE
UP for the Bonfire! Phi Sig love,
THE MEN OF DELTA TAU
DELTA WOULD LIKE TO CONYour sisters
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/21
GRATULATE OUR VERY OWN
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA! ALPHA CHRIS JONES & COREY
LINES FOR REPRESENTING
PHii LAMBDA CHI ALPHA!
ALPHA PHii HOMECOMING OUR HOUSE SO WELL AT
CORONATION. GREAT JOB.
19931
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/21
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/21

MA.

~W'<
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Pl8888 Note: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any
NON-PROFIT event, i.e. bake sales or raffles. All Clips should be submitted
to The Daily Eastern News office by NOON one bµslnesa day before the
date of the evenl Example: any event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deedlln.e
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that 1s
illegible or contains conflicting information will not be published.
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by Bill Watterson i

lvin and Hobbes
~I

MULTI-CULTURAL STUDENT Union will hold its regular meeting
tonight at 8:30 p.m. in the Shelbyville room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union. MCSU is an organized to increase
awareness among all people by educating about prejudices and
stereotypes. All are welcome to attend.
ROTARACT CLUB WILL hold its regular meeting tonight at 6 p.m .
at lmmanual Lutheran Church. Guest speaker is Gail Bower for
Coles County Habitat for Humanity. For more information call Kim
at 345-8676.
L ..A.S.O. WILL MEET tonight at 7 p.m. in the Greenup Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. Members, please bring
money for dues and shirts. Everyone is welcome.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have a Bible Study at 6 p.m.
in Room 206 of Coleman Hall.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will celebrate the Sacrament of
the Penance from 3:30-4:30 p.m. at the Newman Center Chapel at
Ninth Street and Lincoln Avenue.
SCEC WILL MEET tonight at 6 p.m. in Room 140 of Buzzard
Building.
WESLEY FOUNDATION WILL hold a Basic Bible Study tonight at
7:30 p.m. at the 2202 Fourth St., across from Lawson Hall.
PRE-LAW CLUB will hold a telefund tonight from 6-9:30 p.m. on
the Square. All interested volunteers please attend. For more information call 581-8060, ask for Justin or Mike.
PRE-LAW CLUB Mock Trial application deadline is Oct. 22 to be
turned in at Room 2141 Coleman Hall.
PRE-LAW CLUB will hold its weekly meeting today at 4:30 p.m. in
Room 206 of Coleman Hall. All interested students are welcome.
ROTARACT CLUB HOMECOMING Float Preparation will be today
from 3-7 p.m. in the basement of International House. For more
information call Kim at 345-8676.
INTER VARSITY CHRISTIAN Fellowship will hold a Large Group
tonight at 7 p.m. in the Coleman Auditorium. John Roeckeman will
be here to talk about "Sin: The topic everyone avoids.•
IMMANUAL LUTHERAN CHURCH Student Center will hold an
Open House from 7-9 p.m. Oct. 22 at the Student Center.
_
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION will hold its weekly meeting tonight at
7 p.m. in the Neoga Room of the Martin Luther King jr. University
Union. For more information call Tammy at 581-5137 or Regina at
349-8611 for more information.
KAPPA ALPHA PSI will have a Kappa Kook-Out at 2 p.m. Oct. 23
at the Kappa House, 915 Sixth St. Each organization i.s encourages to bring Grills and BYOM (Bring your own meat).
ARMY ROTC LAB Ropes and Knots will be today at 3 p.m. at t~e
Archery Mound. Rain location is the martin Luther King Jr
University Union Gallery.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER is having a Haiti Connection
Meeting tonight at 5 p.m. in the Newman Center Basement.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA will meet for the Homecoming Bonfire tonight
at 7:30 p.m. at the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union
Walkway.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA will hold it Float Pomping tonight at 10 p.m.
to meet at the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union Cash Station ..
RESIDENCE HALL ASSOCIATION will hold its weekly meeting
tonight at 5 p.m. at Lawson Hall. Early dinner will be served at 4:05
p.m. at Lawson/Taylor Food Service.
MINORITY TEACHER EDUCATION Association will hold an Exec.
Board and Committee Chairperson meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in the
Buzzard Building lounge.
MINORITY TEACHER EDUCATION Association will hold its Biweekly tonight at 7 p.m. in the Buzzard Building lounge.
.
SOCIETY FOR CREATIVE Anachronism, Inc. will meet tonight at
7:30 p.m. in Room 109A of Coleman Hall.
ART CLUB WILL meet tonight at 6 p.m. in Room 218 of the Fine
Arts Building. Everyone is welcome.
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Make Your ·
Friends' birthday
a BIG SURPRISE
with a Birthday ad in
The Daily Eastern News

i

I
i
i
i

l'M M·\9.0.

\

Advertiser - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Phone/Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - Date to run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Accepted by._ __

Cost: $12

WellJ~

N5StlUl.

You're

l!OOCf.

canp!lly

You, too.

wantt.o

Wit.Ch the

ii MC!iSltuttJe
': launch
delay?

acash

CJCheck#_ __

HOW: Fill out the ad
below and take It to the
Student Publications
business office with
payment.
WHEN: 3 BUSINESS
DAYS BEFORE the ad
is to be published.
Write your
message in the
blank to the left.
Limit your ad message to 4 lines
(please).
Bring in a photo of your birthday friend and we will place
it in the ad for you! Be sure to write your name/phone
number on the back of the photo.

..............................................................................
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No su•prise NilJ tailback
leads nation in rushing
DEKALB, Ill. (AP) Le Shon
Johnson
of
Northern Illinois had to
dodge so many obstacles on
his way to the Division I-A
gridiron that it's not surprising he leads the division
in rushing this year.
Maybe Johnson's average
of 190.4 yards per game 53.6 yards higher than the
next-leading rusher - and
his ability to dive through
the smallest gap in the
defense owe something to
hurdles he has overcome.
The Huskies' senior tailback, after all, had to start
running a broken field way
back in elementary school
in Haskell, Okla. Boys there
weren't even allowed to play
football until seventh, grade,
and it didn't matter much,
anyway, since the big local
sport was rodeo.
Johnson rode a bull himself at age 7, but he also followed the advice of his
father, who told him to concentrate on football.
"I couldn't wait to play
football, because I was the
fastest one all through elementary school," he said
recently. "I couldn't wait to
show my skills."

Alterations
&
Repairs

Byrd's Cleaners
S. 4th St. Curve
· Tapering Waists
Lengths Zippers
Phyllis Combs
Seamstress 345-4546

Haskell, though, wasn't
much of a place to show off
football skills.
"Nobody at my high
school ever went to a
Division I school or went to
college to play football,"
Johnson said.
Johnson did go to college
to play football, but it
wasn't a Division I school at
first - it was Northeastern
Oklahoma A&M, the school
that produced NFL players
Vaughn Dunbar, James
Wilder and Marion Butts. In
two seasons there, he picked
up 1,301 yards and 16
touchdowns. He also picked
up the nickname "Cowboy"
in reference to his boyhood
bull-riding.
When it came time to
move on, Johnson's first
choice was Tennessee, but
he didn't have enough credits to transfer there.
That's
when
Northeastern Oklahoma
assistant Travis Lane telephoned an old friend,
Northern Illinois offensive
coordinator Joe Dickinson to
tell him Johnson was available.
"All I can do is thank
Travis
1,000
times,"

Dickinson said.
"He is the fastest guy for
the first 10 yards that I've
ever seen," Dickinson
added. "He can get on the
defensive
backs
and
linebackers so quick, they
can't adjust to tackle him."
In a recent game against
Southern Illinois, Johnson
ran 92 yards for a touchdown on NIU's first play
and finished off the afternoon with 322 yards and
three touchdowns on 20 carries - the division's best
rushing day of the season.
Johnson has said he
sometimes feels frustrated
because he gets less national attention than rival rushers from schools better
known
than
NIU.
Michigan's much-touted
Tyrone Wheatley, for
instance, is only fifth in
rushing this season, averaging 128.6 yards per game 772 yards on 137 attempts.
Johnson has 1,333 yards
on 205 attempts.
"I don't mean to brag or
anything, but I think I'm
the best back in America,"
Johnson said. "I think I
would do the same thing at
another school."

Ss

The following
names were
either
inadvertently
omitted or
mispelled in
the

PHI

GAMMA
NU
Fall Pledge Class ad
on Tuesday,

Carrie Sims
Craig Young
The Daily

Eastern News
regrets the
errors.

eese!

TONIGHT!

$1.50
Pitchers

GOOD LUCK PANTHERS !
BUY YOUR
HOMECOMING
QUEEN
One Dozen Long
Stem Red Roses For
Only $25~

AT

NOBLE FLOWER SHOP
503 Jefferson
North of the Post Office
345-7007
Eastern Mum Corsages ONLY $3QQ

Yes, that's right it's Warbler photo time.

Do.n 't miss out.
Schedule a time today.
Warbler group photos Oct. 25 - 29
Warbler Individual Portraits Oct. 25 - Nov. 5
Sign up for individual portraits Thurs., Fri., Mon., & Tues.
at the sign-up table outside the Sugar Shack in the
University Union 8:00 to 4:00
Portraits to be taken in the Sullivan Room, 3rd Floor of the Union

For More Info Contact Mike Hester at 581-2812 or 581-6550
_.
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oronto takes 15-·1 4 win
o go up 3-1 in Serles ·
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - The game was
ady wacky and weird, and then came Wild
And then it all came apart for the
· adelphia Phillies.
The Toronto Blue Jays somehow hung on long
ough for Mitch Williams to appear in the midight mist at Veterans Stadium, and they
hacked him. Devon White's two-run triple
pped a six-run rally inthe eighth inning for a
14 victory Wednes_day and a 3-1 lead in the
orld Series.
The Blue Jays won the highesf-scoring of 779
tseason games and moved within one victory
becoming the first World Series champions to
peat since the 1977-78 New York Yankees.
Toronto will try to win it Thursday night
hen Juan Guzman pitches against Curt
. . g.

How Toronto won the longest nine-inning
e in series history - 4 hours, ,.14 minutes y have been hard for the Blue Jays to believe,
tit was probably even harder for the 62,731
to stomach.
The crowd sat through a rain that did ·not
p, and sa:w their team start fast. Lenny
kstra homered twice, doubled and tied a
ries record by scoring four runs and Milt
ompson drove in five as the Phillies built a 12lead after five inllings.

But on a night when everyone looked like a
designated hitter, the big edge was not enough.
Toronto became just the third team to overcome a five-run ·deficit in the Series, doing it
against the Phillies' struggling bullpen. The Blue
Jays scored twice in the sixth against David
West and won it against Larry Andersen and
Williams.
Trailing 14-9 in the eighth, Joe Carter singled
with one out, John Olerud - back after being
benched to make ro<im for Molitor - walked and
Molitor hit a hard grounder that skipped past
third baseman Dave Hollins for a two-base error
and a run.
That meant.it was time for Williams, who had
two wins and three saves, albeit shaky almost
each time, in the Phillies' five postseason wins.
Williams, however, finally left Philadelphia in
a hole from which it could not recover.
Tony Fernandez met Williams with a single
for his fifth RBI of the game and ninth of the
Series, and Pat Borders walked to load the bases.
Pinch hitter Ed Sprague struck out, but
Rickey Henderson lined a two-run single to center and White followed with a drive that seemed
to bounce endlessly into the right-center field
gap.
Tony Castillo was the winner and Duane
Ward got the last four outs for his second save of
the Series. Williams was the loser.

oaches---------• From page 12

ut 64 pe:r:cent of the players
laying Division I basketball.
ver a 10-year period, that
presents about 3,000 scholhips, lost opportunities for
·can-Americans."
Another change the NCAA
de was to increase the acaemic standards a studentelete must meet coming out
high school. These changes
e expected to-go into effect
during the 1995-96 school
ear, but have already come
der fire as being too harsh.

• From page 12

nderstand it's our job to
xplain why your team's a
woeful 1-5 instead of 4-2 or
en 3-3?
Not once does Spoo ever
ffer a "we need more prouction
out
of Billy
ackfield"
or
"Derek
fender just isn't doing the
'ob." Never does he go so far
s to even nod his head in
he affirmative when the
ords are practically put into
'smouth.
They don't seem that hard
o say: "The defense didn't
ome through Saturday
'ght, and we really need to
ork on that." Apparently
Spoo either doesn't believe
that, or at least won't publicly share that revelation.
But the questions will

"Students from poor academic institutions are suffering because the institutions
are not being held accountable," Morgan said, adding
that many of the poorer high
schools are in urban areas.
"We all have to have some
accountability (towards meeting educational standards),
but the high schools have to be
held accountable too."
. Morgan added that some of
the new measures are too
drastic, too fast. He said there
is no ·~gradualization" in the
standards.

Morgan's feelings are
echoed by Thompson, who said
hardly any of his fellow black
coaches at Division I schools
would have ever gone to college or gotten the jobs they
have now if the current system
had existed when they were
players.
"A strong man put me in a
system that I had been excluded from," he said. "That's how
our kids get in the system, and
that's exactly how they're now
being excluded. Poor kids are
being misrepresented or
unrepresented."

keep on coming, especially if comes to pass, but in the
the Panthers fare no better interim, Spoo's not doing
in their two home games this much to relieve the building
Saturday and next against pressure that has to be
mounting on the collective
Gateway Conference foes.
Coaches and players alike shoulders of both he and his
deserve the benefit of the coaching staff.
Not to advocate passing
doubt with only four home
games on this year's schedule the buck or placing the blame
and five of the first six on the on someone else, but if Spoo
doesn't become a little more
road.
Perhaps things will turn adept at handling the tough
around against Illinois State questions, he may end up the
and Southwest Missouri most significant casualty
State. Maybe the mysterious when the smoke clears.
When you're standing in
tendencies of the Panthers to
trip over their own feet as the line of fire, you'd better
they limp to defeat will sud- be able to fire back.
Unfortunately, it almost
denly vanish.
It's possible the Panthers seems as though Spoo is
could be 3-5 two weeks from already flying the white flag.
now, but they could also be 1- Robert Manker is a staff ·
7. What if it's the latter?
That question's better writer for The Daily Eastern
dealt with if and when that News.

Thursday at

U'[arty's
y STEAK 'N CHEESE
w/Marty's fries $2.99

r\03g

22oz Bud & Bud Light Bottles $2
all other bottles $1.25

Tonite: Marty's own
Smothered-Fries $1

crisp fries topped w/cheese,
bacon & sour cream

ONCE UPON A TIME ...

-DOMINO'S

PIZZA

BRINGS THIS SPECIAL
BACK TO YOU!

12

11

Two Topping Pizza

2-16 oz. Pepsi's

·677 Lfocoln
Charleston

$ 6e 9 5
348-1626 Panther
Hotline
rngfil~AY

LIVE
Thursday,
Oct. 21
International
Blues Legend:

A·.c. Reed ·
Recorded and
Toured with:

75¢ Drafts
$1.50 Long Isl.ands

Entertainment
for all ages.

Rolling Stones
Erle Clapton
Stevie Ray
Vaughn
Bonnie Raitt

Tickets .

$2.00
at the door. -

ILLINOIS EXPRESS EYECARE

EIU

Students, Faculty, Administration and Staff
DISCOUNT PROGRAM

33%off
Complete Glasses

Includes Single
Vision, Bif ocaL
Trifocal &
Specialty Lens

Buy a pair of

Colored or Clear
CONTACTS
and receive a

FREE
CLEAR PAIR
Standard Daily Wear

We're Your OAKLEY Connection
9~

~EXPRESS

EYECARE .
345-2527

235-1100

(Next to Wal-Mart)
528 West Lincoln

(Cross County Mall)
700 Broadway East

CHARLESTON

MATIOON

By RYAN GIUSTI
Sports editor

The National Association of
Basketball Coaches on Monday held
its inaugural issues forum in
Charlotte, N.C. But when the forum
gathered, there was one group that
was noticeably absent.
The Black Coaches Association
·boycotted the North Carolina summit
in protest of NCAA rules changes

that some coaches
claim disporportionately affect black
athletes coming out
of high school.
Eastern assistant
basketball coach
George Morgan, a
member of the Black
Coaches Association,
said he supports the
George
decision to boycott
Morgan
the NABC forum.
"I support whatever they do,"
Morgan said. "Something has to be
done to make coaches aware of limitations to overall development of student-athletes."
However, Morgan added that he is

not solely concerned with the lost and gain a bigger role in NCAA d
opportunities for black athletes as he sion making.
The change that the BCA is m
is with the disadvantages facing athletes from "socio-economically upset with is the rule that drop
deprived areas."
the number of scholarships th
On Tuesday, some members of the Division I basketball schools can offi
BCA met with the Congressional from 15 to 14 last season, and to 1
Black Caucus, a 40-member group of this season.
black legislators. The BCA took this
Representatives of the Blac
step after
Coaches Association say this ch
its frustration in "countless meetings will have a negative effect on bla
with the NCAA" with little result, student-athletes.
said ·Georgetown basketball coach
"Black student athletes are disp
John Thompson in a story by The portionately affected by these re
tions," Southern Cal coach Geor
Associated Press.
The Congressional Black Caucus Raveling said in a story by Th
agreed to support the Black Coaches Associated Press. "They represent
Association in their efforts to restore
recent cuts in athletic scholarships
• .Continued on page 12

Lady Panthers

battling for last
playOff position
By RANDY LISS

Wright State's only conference loss came at the hands
of the Huskies, and in what
In a volleyball race that could possibly be the premier
looks to last the entire sea- match-up in the Mid-Con this
son,
four ...------------...... week, the Lateams
dy Raiders
i n c 1u d i n g
travel to DeEastern - are
Kalb Friday
j u m b 1e d
night to take
together, fighton Northern
ing for the
in a battle for
fourth
and
first place.
final playoff
\I
Western
spot in the
vO
Illinois, who
Mid-Continent
was knocked
Conference.
off by NorthWith
no
Conference
ern last weekmore than 1
end, stands at
1/2 games sepW
L
6-3 in the conarating one Northern Ill.
9
0
ference.
team from the Wright St.
8
1
As for the Sophomore fullback Willie High struggles for more yardage during a Panther practice e
other,
the Western Ill.
6
3
Lady Panth- er this season. High, who set a Gateway record for carries in a game, will try to lead
University of 111.-Chicago
6
5
ers,
their Panthers Saturday against Illinois State in the Homecoming game at O'Brien Stadiwn.
Illinois
at Valparaiso
5
4
team offense
C h i c a g o , EASTERN
5
4
and defense
Valparaiso, UW-Green Bay 4
5
continues to
.Eastern and Youngstown St. 1
8
im p r ov e .
the University Cleveland St.
1
8
Eastern ranks
of Wisconsin- UW-Milwaukee 1
9
second in the
Green
Bay
conference in
remain heaped
Overall
average team
Eastern coach Bob Spoo offered little
together in the
W L
kills-per-game
If football could be
insight after Saturday's latest choke job
· middle of the Northern Ill.
16
4
with 13.5 and
compared to war, it
other than to say "we just didn't make the
standings, WrightSt.
12
6
is second in · seems logical where one
plays."
w h i 1. e Western Ill.
11
7
team digs-perwould go for explanaOK, so we gave him the benefit of the
N o rt her n 111.-Chicago
13
10
game, standtion after yet another
doubt after the loss. The man was obviously
Illinois and UW-Green Bay 10
11
ing a percentdemoralizing defeat on
down and was in no need of immediate
Wr"ight State Valapariso .
9
11
age point bethe battlefield.
grilling and second-guessing.
are battling EASTERN
8
12
hind YoungWould you tend to
But by the time Wednesday's weekly
for the regu- Youngstown St. 5
11
stown State
stick a microphone in
press conference rolled around, this
-lar-season con- Cleveland St.
4
16
with 18.1.
the face of a dejected,
reporter was looking for some answers.
ference title.
UW-Milwaukee 4
17
Individually,
Now, I'll be the first to admit, I've never
bullet-ridden soldier
IllinoisK a a r y n
dying on the front lines
coached football. Never even played the
Chicago curSadler ·leads
or in that of the troops'
game. But somehow I had this crazy notion
re:(ttly has sole
the Mid-Con in kills-percommander?
I might have been in the right place - right
possessiqn of the fourth play- game with a 3.96 average.
Such is the case when covering Eastern's there in Spoo's office.
off spot with a 6-5 record, Sadler has 289 kills in
Wrong.
football team, at least it has been thus far
wlµle Eastern and Valparaif!O Eastern's 20 matches so far
this season anyway.
You would have thought Spoo was workare hot on the Flames' heels this season.
Saturday's 31-27 loss to Northern Iowa ing with the Warren Commission after
with identical 5-4 marks.
·Also, Amy. Van Eekeren,
was the second consecutive game the watching him clam up. Twice he was asked
Wisconsin-Green Bay is 1112 who Friday night became
Panthers have lost in the final minute. It very pointed questions as to where he
games behind UiC at 4-5.
Eastern's all-time assist leadextended the team's losing streak to five thought Saturday night's game slipped
. Northf)rn Illinois remains er, is ranked fourth in the
games and gave it a dismal 1-5 record on away and twice he ducked them.
at the top of the standings conference in assists-per"That's my job to be critical," Spoo shot
the season.
with a spotless 9-0 mark, but game with a 9.32 average.
Hence, we in the sports writing trade back when asked for his opinion. "Do you
the Huskies are being seri- Van Eekeren currently has
have this annoying little habit, as some understand that?"
ously challenged by Wright 690 assists on the season,
coaches would have you think, of turning to
Yes, we understand that coach. Do you
State, who is surprisingly and is the only Lady Panther
them for explanations after these last• Continued on page 11
only a game behind Northern to have played in all 7 4 of
minute collapses.
at 8-1.
Eastern's games this year.
Staff writer

II eyba II

d•

Stan 1ngs

Spoo too nice when it
comes to placing blame

•.

